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There are none so blind! This weekend North Koreran dictator Kim Jong-un decided to
party with his nuclear scientists instead of provocatively launching another missile to
prove how easily he can lob one of his newly-perfected hydrogen bombs at US territory
and, disregarding small matters like one of the biggest earthquakes in modern history
and two hurricanes devastating the Caribbean and Southern States of America, Wall
Street share prices rose this week.
Meanwhile as my graph below illustrates, the Schiller PE ratio has ticked up another seven
points to 30.7 (from 30 this time last month) taking it within spitting distance of the 32.6 peak
which immediately preceded the 1929 “Black Friday” and the subsequent Great Depression.
Only once in history has it been higher that that, at 43.2 in March 2000 immediately ahead of
the bursting of the “Dot Com” bubble.

It’s anybodies guess how high speculators will drive the ratio on this occasion before
another bust occurs, but clearly if those throwing money at this latest market surge are not
frightened by the global events we have been witness too this month, then the ratio could
arguably still have quite a way to go before it finally cracks.
Examining the graph below of New York’s S&P500 Index, it is clear that the weakening pattern
that began with the July 27 peak at 248243 and resulted in a series of ever lower peaks taking
it finally to low of 242171 on August 21, has been succeeded by a new wave of optimistic
buying which might have again peaked at 249395 yesterday. Only the next few days will tell
us how much longer this optimism can last but ShareFinder thinks this has been final peak
before the next down cycle begins, bottoming between September 18 and October 11 before
running up once more to a final peak around October 25 and then beginning another down
cycle which could last until late January.

London, though somewhat disengaged and negative since the Brexit vote raised the probability
of it being relegated in importance until it can get its act together, has been delivering a similar
pattern of decline which began in late May and, apart from a brief upward spike in early
August, is projected to continue on down at least until the second week of October when
ShareFinder expects a brief rally. So don't expect any serious recoveries there.

Far Eastern markets, though obviously closer to North Korea and more likely to feel the impact
of Kim Jong Un’s bellicosity, have taken a bigger knock in the past week and are likely to
continue declining in the short-term, are however far more positive as epitomised by Hong
Kong’s Hangsen Index (below) which had been rising strongly throughout 2017 to a peak at
280.95 on August 30 and, while a negative trend has been evident since then, ShareFinder
thinks a recovery will set in from mid-October to carry it to a new peak in mid-February.

Australia turned negative at the beginning of May and, although there was a modest recovery
between late June and mid August, it has again been trending down with ever lower peaks
since August 15. Though ShareFinder senses a brief recovery phase from September 26
through to the second week of November, the system sees a steady down-trend from there on
in until mid 2018.

Turning to South Africa, in the August issue of Prospects we predicted that the Blue Chip Index
would keep on rising through August before turning negative and falling until mid-October. So
far exactly that has happened and currently the projection is for Blue Chips to fall until October
18 before resuming their rising trend into the second week of January before a long down
phase begins taking the market back to current levels by late May.

The JSE all share index was projected to take a more severe knock and so far exactly that has
happened with ShareFinder calculating that the carnage will continue until the third week of
October before the upward trend is resumed in a series of volatile loops that should see the
overall market rising until a final peak is reached at the end of March.

The Prospects Portfolio
Having reached a new peak value of R3 181 184 in early August, we predicted it would make a
further high before going into decline. It reached R3 244 396 on August 25 and then, as we
predicted, began a retreat which should see it bottom around October 20 before beginning its
last upward surge for the year taking us to a new peak of around R3 280 000 late in December
before beginning a relentless downturn for the first half of 2018 in unison with a retreat of Wall
Street.

Last month we disposed of Coronation and I advised readers who had missed the selling
opportunity that a further one should occur late in August at around R71. So I hope you took
advantage when it happened at R72.02 on August 28 before falling back again.

I had also decided to commit market heresy and dispose of some of our Naspers holdings
which I expected to peak in the last week of August which they duly did at R3 036.53 on
August 25 when I sold 140 of our 280
shares.
Similarly I hoped to sell a third of our
Capitec shares around September 18
and, as I write they are nearing that
predicted peak having reached R917.57.
However, noting the graph on the right,
ShareFinder now projects that between
R977 and R996 might be obtainable
between now and the third week of
October and so I am still holding on. I list
the current portfolio below:
When Capitec is sold we will be left
holding over R900 000 in cash which we
will hold on call until the predicted market decline has happened. Searching the best rates we
determined this week that Investec’s Prime Saver offered to accept money on seven-day call
at 6.96 percent.

Of the remaining shares we hold, the one that
ShareFinder worries most about is Mr Price
whose outlook graph I have depicted on the
right. I will monitor it closely but for now am
reluctant to sell any more shares.
The shares that are most favoured for future
growth are Adaptit which has been growing its
dividends at 28.66 percent a year for the past
five years and Richemont which has been
growing dividends at 40.17 percent. Of the two,
ShareFinder projects Richemont as the one
likely to have the best outcome in the next 12
months with the optimum buying date the end
of May next as illustrated in the graph on the
left.
Top Performer Lists In the pages that follow we
publish lists of the world’s top-performing shares which,
we submit, should form the bulk of your investment portfolios in their respective countries or as suggested
replacements for any in your portfolios that are achieving lesser growth rates than the ShareFinder Blue Chip
average growth rates which head the lists. The shares listed in the first block of each list have been selected
because of their investment grade quality, their very high dividend growth rates and superior investment safety.
The second block of ten offers significantly higher dividend growth rates but at the price of a greater degree of
investment risk. The shares listed in the third block have been selected because of their investment grade quality
and their very high price growth rates. These offer superior investment safety. Those in the fourth block generally
offer significantly higher price growth rates but at the price of a greater degree of investment risk:

JSE Blue Chips to consider:

Top London Stock Exchange Performers:

Top New York Performers:

Top Australian Performers

